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ABSTRACT
Aim: to analyze the association of nursing diagnoses of the Hydration class of NANDA International and
its components in hospitalized patients undergoing hemodialysis. Method: This is a cross-sectional study
involving 50 patients at a university hospital in a city in northeastern Brazil. The diagnoses inference was
performed by specialist nurses. The analysis was made through the use of descriptive and inferential statistics.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee under Opinion 392,535. Results: of the six diagnoses
obtained, two were associated with its components involving an excessive volume of liquid with the following
features: pulmonary congestion, edema and adventitious breath sounds, and the willingness to improve
the fluid balance with an expressed desire to increase it. Discussion: the identified associations are related
to the volume of fluid, and are constantly changing in the investigated patients. Conclusion: The volume
of excessive liquids and the willingness to improve the fluid balance showed a significant association with
some of its components.
Descriptors: Nursing Diagnosis; Signs and Symptoms; Fluid Therapy; Renal Dialysis.
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INTRODUCTION
The Nursing Process (NP) is an instrument
responsible for articulating and evaluating the
assistance provided. It allows the collection of
data that will guide the nursing diagnoses and
nursing decision-making concerning the indications of these diagnoses, and the development
of targets and interventions in order to achieve
the goals of care(1).
The NP is organized into five stages: data
collection or nursing history, nursing diagnosis
(ND), planning, implementation, and evaluation
of the care provided. Nurses are responsible for
leading the implementation and evaluation of
this process and, in a private way, identifying
the diagnosis and prescriptions of the actions(2).
The ND is defined as a clinical judgment
of an individual, family or community response
to real or potential health problems in a given
health/disease process, and is the basis for the
screening of nursing interventions in the search
for positive health outcomes(3).
For the organization of ND, professionals
use a variety of taxonomies responsible for
organizing the relevant diagnostic concepts in
their dominions. Among the most commonly-used taxonomies in the context of diagnostics,
we can highlight the NANDA International(4,5,6).
The taxonomy of NANDA International is
divided into 13 areas which are then divided
into classes(5). Among these, we highlight the
domain Nutrition and the class Hydration for
individuals suffering with renal dysfunction who
present frequent problems inherent to this class,
as stated in the literature(7-8) in the form of risk
of electrolyte imbalance, excessive fluid volume
and risk of fluid volume imbalance.
From this perspective, it is understood that
a major function of the kidneys is to control the
volume and composition of body fluids; therefore, the gain and loss of water and electrolytes
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are coordinated by the renal system. Thus, with
the loss of kidney function, the individual begins
to accumulate fluid, electrolytes and nitrogen
excreta, requiring an artificial organ(9). Therefore,
renal replacement therapy (RRT) may be used,
and hemodialysis is the most common therapy
in Brazil(10).
In this context, the hospitalized patients
on hemodialysis must be strictly monitored,
especially by the nursing staff, bearing in mind
the amount of time needed for this. The role of
nurses as part of this team stands out because
this is the professional responsible for identifying
nursing problems and for tracing the related
interventions, enabling the resolution of the
problems identified in the patients. In this area
of knowledge, technical and intellectual skills
are especially needed - nursing diagnoses versus
nephrology - to provide quality nursing care that
is free of errors(11).
Amongst the knowledge needed, clinical
reasoning for establishing nursing diagnoses
should be emphasized. For this, studies that assist in the establishment of the defining characteristics most frequently found in patients with
kidney disease are important, as they facilitate
the diagnostic inference process on the part of
nurses in this area of knowledge.
The defining characteristics are considered
reliable clues that help nurses to trace diagnostics correctly, ensuring their presence or absence(12). Moreover, a study(13) reports that the survey
of these indicators enables the outlining of the
main problems present in the studied patients,
providing better planning and direction in terms
of nursing care.
Therefore in this study, we consider it relevant to establish the characteristics of the Hydration class in terms of its high prevalence that
shows increased association with the diagnoses,
in order to contribute to the inference process
of nephrologist nurses. Question: What clinical
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indicators present a significant association with
the nursing diagnoses of the class Hydration? The
study aims to analyze the association of nursing
diagnoses of the class Hydration of NANDA International and its components in hospitalized
patients undergoing hemodialysis.

METHOD
This is a cross-sectional study in the dialysis
sector of a university hospital in northeastern
Brazil. The study population consisted of 210
patients who underwent hemodialysis at this
unit between January 2012 and January 2013,
based on the computerized system used in the
hospital.
The sample was determined based on the
calculation for the finite population, considering: a level of confidence of 95% (Zα = 1.96); a
sampling error of 12%; the size of the population
of 210 people; and, as for the prevalence of the
event, a conservative value of 50% was considered, there not being found a study that has
estimated the nursing diagnoses prevalence of
the domain Nutrition of NANDA International in
terms of hemodialysis patients. Thus, the result
was a sample of 50 patients selected for convenience, consecutively.
Data were collected between December
2013 and May 2014. The inclusion criteria were
being admitted to the university hospital;
being a patient with chronic kidney disease;
undergoing hemodialysis in that hospital; aged
over 18 years; being conscious and oriented.
The exclusion criteria were being pregnant and
undergoing hemodialysis in that hospital using
external services and staff.
The data collection instruments were an
interview form and a physical examination
covering the defining characteristics, related
factors/risks of nursing diagnoses present in

that class. It has been validated in terms of content and appearance by two expert teachers in
nephrology and the systematization of nursing
care. To facilitate the collection, an application
in Microsoft Office Excel 2010, containing the
instrument’s questions and also the scale system
used with the support of a touch screen function,
was developed.
Data were collected by the researcher and
two scientific initiation scholarship students in
the last year of the nursing course who had been
previously trained. The training consisted of a
six-hour’s course that addressed topics such as
anamnesis, investigative methods, ectoscopy,
and water changes experienced by kidney patients undergoing hemodialysis and the nursing
diagnoses of the class Hydration. Furthermore,
the scholars were trained to operate the instrument in a digital format.
The data obtained were organized in 50
spreadsheets of Microsoft Office Excel 2010
software with the aim of supporting clinical
reasoning, and establishing the defining characteristics, related factors/diagnostic risk of the
class Hydration that are present and absent in
each investigated patient.
Subsequently, in the period from July to
August 2014, there was a diagnostic inference
by experts, including an initial training and subsequent evaluation of the diagnostic capacity of
six experts in the field of the systematization of
nursing care and nephrology(14).
The training consisted of interactive lectures, lasting three hours, on the nursing diagnoses
of the domain Nutrition of NANDA International
and on the main nutritional changes identified
in kidney patients undergoing hemodialysis. The
evaluation of the diagnostic ability of the experts
took place through the use of 12 fictitious clinical
cases, randomly distributed among the experts
at three different times, totaling 36 ratings. The
cases addressed defining characteristics, and
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related and risk factors of the domain Nutrition.
Finally, we applied the Kappa test through the
IBM SPSS Statistic software version 20.0 for
Windows to verify the reliability of the answers
of the experts in each of the three times that
the case was evaluated. Thus, the three experts
who had the highest scores were selected as
diagnosticians.
The diagnosticians received the 50 worksheets in Microsoft Office Excel 2010. They
analysed these for the presence or absence of
nursing diagnoses of the class Hydration for
each patient in the study. The responses of the
three diagnosticians were compared and, in the
event of disagreement, we applied the rule of
the majority, considering this diagnosis when
two of the three diagnosticians identified it as
being present.
Data analysis was undertaken with the use
of IBM SPSS Statistic software version 20.0, generating descriptive mean and standard deviation data for the quantitative variables and the
absolute and relative frequencies for nominal
variables. In terms of inferential data analysis, the
verification of a statistical association between
the components of each nursing diagnosis of the
Hydration class with its referred diagnosis was
carried out through the use of the chi-square
test and Fisher’s exact test. Thus, in terms of the
statistical significance of the specified tests, a
level of 5% (p<0.05) was adopted. It is noteworthy that the nursing diagnoses with prevalence
higher than 50% were used in patients for the
implementation of the association tests.
The study was approved by the Research
Ethics Committee of the institution under Opinion
No. 392,535 and CAAE 18710613.4.00005537.
The participants expressed their acceptance
with regard to contributing to the study by signing an Instrument of Consent.
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RESULTS
According to the demographic data, most
patients were female (62%), light dark skin (68%),
living with a partner (54%), religious practitioners (80%) and provided beneficiaries or retired
(62%). The average age was 47.55 years, with a
median of five years of study and 1.5 of the minimum wage in terms of family income.
The nursing diagnoses of the Hydration
class presented the following prevalence in the
studied sample: risk of electrolyte imbalance
(100%); excessive volume of liquid (90%); improved liquid equilibrium potential (86%); risk
of deficient liquid volume (76%); risk of fluid
volume imbalance (44%) and deficient liquid
volume (2%).
Table 1 shows the association between
nursing diagnoses of the class Hydration and its
components, as well as their prevalence.
Table 1 - Distribution of the association among
nursing diagnoses of the class Hydration and
their components. Natal, 2015.
Excessive volume of liquid
Defining characteristics
Change in blood pressure
Anxiety
Azotemia
Decreased hemoglobin
Decreased hematocrit
Altered electrolytes
Edema
Intake greater than the output
Pulmonary congestion
Adventitious breath sounds
Change in breathing pattern

%

Valor
p1

100
96
96
92
88
78
78
78
62
62
60

0,192
1
0,353
0,487
1
0,000*
0,301
0,005*
0,005*
0,377

100

-

Related factors
Compromised regulatory mechanisms

Improved liquid equilibrium potential
Valor
Defining characteristics
%
p1
Expressed desire to increase the fluid
balance
Mucous membranes hydrated

80

0,000*

76

0,337
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Without excessive thirst
Good tissue turgor

70
52

0,659
1

Risk of deficient liquid volume
Risk factors

%

Valor
p1

Failure in the regulatory mechanisms
100
Fluid loss by abnormal pathways
90
0,582
Knowledge deficiency
74
1
Subtitle: Fisher exact test1; Components presenting statistically significant association with diagnosis *.
Source: authors

The diagnosis of excessive fluid volume
was significantly associated with the indicators edema, pulmonary congestion and
adventitious breath sounds. The diagnosis of
nursing provision for improved liquid equilibrium potential was significantly associated
with the indicator expressed desire to increase
the fluid balance. The diagnosis risk of deficient
fluid volume was not significantly associated
with its components.
Finally, the risk of electrolyte imbalance
diagnosis could not be subjected to statistical association against the prevalence of
100% presented by it. Its risk factors showed
variable frequency: renal impairment (100%);
impaired regulatory mechanisms (100%); and
excessive volume of liquid (74%).

DISCUSSION
As for the socio-demographic profile, the
study in question features a majority of female
patients, of brown color, living with a partner, practicing some religion and which was
financially supported by retirement or other
benefits. Another study of nursing diagnosis
in patients undergoing dialysis treatment
shows similar rates(15).
The last dialysis census showed that
most dialysis patients are in the 19 to 64 year
age group, corroborating the average age of

the patients(10). As for the educational level,
the population surveyed had a median of
five years of study, equivalent to incomplete
primary education - similar to the results of
another study(16).
Regarding the defining characteristics
edema (P=0.000), pulmonary congestion
(p=0.005) and adventitious breath sounds
(p=0.005), which were significantly associated
with the diagnosis of excessive liquid volume,
another study confirms the relationship of
these components with excess liquid and
renal disease in such patients (15). Another
survey on the diagnostic profile of kidney
patients undergoing hemodialysis reveals this
diagnosis as prevalent in the patients under
consideration(7).
Corroborating the study cited above, a
research into the accuracy of the components
of excessive fluid volume in patients undergoing
hemodialysis, asserts that this diagnosis has a
prevalence of 82%. Among the features that
present statistical association are agitation,
pulmonary congestion, jugular venous distension, edema, altered electrolytes, weight gain
in a short period, intake greater than output
and breath sounds. The component edema is
responsible for increasing the chances of the occurrence of the diagnosis by a factor of three(15).
Edema is presented as a significant feature regarding the diagnosis of excessive liquid
volume in terms of renal failure patients on
hemodialysis. This assertion indicates that,
when this characteristic is present, there is a
high probability that the referred diagnosis is
also present(15). In this respect, it is known that
the edema is related to fluid accumulation in
the individual’s body, such as in the interstitial
spaces as a result of impairment in the renal
function in terms of filtering electrolytes, including sodium, the main volume controller
of liquid compartments(17).
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In addition to the edema, other features such as pulmonary congestion and the
presence of adventitious breath sounds are
signs that suggest the accumulation of fluid
in these patients (15). Pulmonary congestion
results in impaired gas exchange that relates
the secondary hypoxemia to a ventilation-perfusion imbalance and pulmonary edema(18). In addition, the congestion can cause
respiratory distress to patients, as they may
have changes in their breathing pattern.
These changes are responsible for important
pathophysiological changes in volume and
lung capacity, increasing the severity of the
condition of the dialysis patients(19).
Regarding the change in blood pressure,
which is identified in 100% of the patients
analyzed, a study asserts that the high interdialytic weight gain has a negative impact
on the blood pressure of renal patients, and
hypotension is one of the most frequent
complications in these patients during hemodialysis, and is related to the excessive
removal of fluids(9).
As for anxiety, a survey involving renal
patients demonstrates in its findings that this
characteristic becomes the major predictor of
musculoskeletal, respiratory, cardiovascular,
immunological, neurosensory and gastrointestinal problems. It emphasizes that these
patients become vulnerable to developing
anxiety disorders, making necessary a precautionary approach to mitigate this characteristic(20).
The characteristics of azotemia, decreased hemoglobin, and decreased hematocrit
are inherent in patients with kidney disease
when evaluating its pathophysiology. In this
sense, azotemia is a common sign of renal
dysfunction, characterized by the accumulation of urea and creatinine in the blood as a
result of renal impairment. The condition for
520

the maintenance of life is the realization of
a substitution therapy such as hemodialysis,
aiming to excrete these substances that are
toxic to the body(9).
Concerning the hematocrit and decreased hemoglobin, it is considered that
anemia is a common result in renal patients
undergoing dialysis because of the deficit of
erythropoietin produced by the kidney (21).
Moreover, the reduction of such a component
is worsened due to gastrointestinal bleeding
condition, malnutrition, surgical procedures,
losses during the collection of material for
examination, and dialysis(22).
Finally, among the high-frequency defining characteristics of the excessive volume
of liquid, we can also mention the changed
electrolytes and intake higher than output.
Kidney patients have problems arising from
the decrease in the glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) due to the accumulation of fluids in
the body induced by an intake greater than
output and electrolyte imbalances that, in the
long term, increase the risk for cardiovascular
diseases(9).
It is noteworthy that, despite the hydrological imbalances evidenced by these patients in this study, the diagnosis improved
liquid equilibrium potential was present, with
emphasis on the feature expressed desire to
increase the fluid balance (p=0.000), which
statistically was associated with the occurrence of the diagnosis. The research that has
investigated the need for interaction between
the patient and health team argues that patients on hemodialysis have better quality of
life when accompanied by a multidisciplinary
health team, which provides individual strategies for rehabilitation and self-sufficiency(21,23).
The literature shows the importance
of strictness as to the fluid restriction in the
search for water balance control and the
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prevention of edema, as well as the activities aimed at education and guidance of
these patients(16,21). Adequate fluid intake is
reflected by the gain in interdialytic weight.
Patients should follow the guidelines of the
National Kidney Foundation, which lays down
an increase of 5% by weight between one
hemodialysis session and another(21).
Despite the fact that the ND risk of deficient liquid volume, which is defined as the
risk of a reduction in intravascular, interstitial
and/or intracellular fluids(5), does not present
a significant association with its indicators,
it demonstrates characteristics with remarkable prevalence, due to the relationships
presented in the literature. In this sense, the
risk factor failure in the regulatory mechanisms, present in 100% of demands, and leads
to the disorder between the intake and the
output of fluids from the body. It is known
that the kidneys regulate the volume of fluid
in the body. However, failure compromises
the entire homeostasis, causing great risk to
the fluid balance(21).
The loss of liquid by abnormal pathways
may be characterized by hemodialysis with
a positive ultrafiltration in this study. The
removal of excess fluid is one of the goals of
the dialysis treatment, as well as metabolic
waste removal. This treatment utilizes the
mechanisms of diffusion and ultrafiltration,
in a countercurrent flow which ensures the
efficacy of dialysis. The fluid loss occurs by
altering the hydrostatic pressure during the
ultrafiltration, and through semipermeable
membranes, per concentration gradient(9).
With regard to knowledge deficiency, a
survey reveals that the autonomy and adherence to the treatment on the part of the
chronic kidney patient is not related to their
level of education(24). Therefore, the literature
showed no association between knowledge

deficiency and the patients’ educational level, but commented on the lack of guidance
on their illness and treatment regimen that
should be offered by the health team. Another
study points out the need for efforts in terms
of health education in chronic renal patients
in order to improve the self-management of
the disease(25).
The risk of electrolyte imbalance, featured
in a hegemonic form in the investigated patients, had as risk factors, renal dysfunction,
impaired regulatory mechanisms and an
excessive volume of liquid. Another study
confirms this finding by presenting this ND
with high prevalence in a similar population,
highlighting the risk factor excessive liquid volume(26). The other risk factors have an intrinsic
relationship with chronic kidney disease, as
previously reported.

CONCLUSION
The conclusion is that four nursing diagnoses of the class Hydration of the domain Nutrition of the International NANDA, presenting
a prevalence above 50% in the study sample,
were identified: risk of electrolyte imbalance;
excessive liquid volume; improved fluid balance
potential; and risk of deficient liquid volume.
Regarding the statistical relationships,
only two ND were associated with its components, as in the case of the excess liquid volume
with the components pulmonary congestion,
edema, and adventitious breath sounds. In
addition, the diagnosis improved fluid balance
potential expressed a desire to increase the
fluid balance.
Furthermore, among the ND identified in
this study, it was observed that the majority
refer to the volume of fluid, which is constantly changing in the investigated patients and
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which requires fast and accurate intervention
by the nursing staff, as well as encouragement
with regard to the control of liquid volume.
In this sense, the recognition of diagnostics
involving this problem and the factors that
may influence its occurrence require precise
nursing actions in terms of the control and
prevention of the imbalance in the volume
of liquid.
As a contribution, it is pointed out that
studies dealing with the identification of
nursing diagnoses and clinical indicators in
specific types of patient allow the recognition
of a diagnostic profile, assisting in the rapid
identification of problems in similar patients.
As far as study limitations are concerned, we emphasize the fact that the research
was developed in a hospital environment;
it was restricted to patients hospitalized in
hemodialysis; and only relates to those who
underwent kidney replacement therapy such
as hemodialysis, excluding other forms of
such treatment. Thus, the results of this research cannot be extrapolated to studies with
different patients.
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